ABSTRACT
used to perform an automated update of 16S rRNA structural alignment.
An alternative might be to use pattern search tools such as patscan (Overbeek and Price, 1998 ) (for simpler motifs), and then apply an SCFG to refine the selection. However, these search tools are considerably slower than BLAST searches (Altschul et al., 1997) . Therefore it might be desirable to let BLAST provide a subset of sequences useful for further investigation that might involve the more sophisticated methods mentioned above. Alternatively, one can also apply BLAST to provide a list of near identical hits, as done for the human genome (International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium, 2001 ).
Here we construct such a wrapper, which in principle could be used for any type of database-assisted update. We also make available several tools to determine structural consistency in (manually updated) RNA secondary structure databases. Using the consensus structural annotation for the entire alignment, the programs can detect inconsistencies such as pairings other than A-U, C-G, or G-U (inside a pairing mask), and whether some stems should be extended. In particular the latter can result in minor rearrangements of the alignment. The checks are very simple: is the alignment and its overall structural annotation in agreement? Once such disagreements have been pointed out by the programs, corrections can be made right away. Interestingly, sequence editors such as DCSE, SeqPup, and BioEdit (De Rijk and De Wachter, 1993; Gilbert, 1999; Hall, 2001) , that in numerous ways can assist in building the structural alignment, are apparently not able to make the same amount of consistency checks, though DCSE seems to be able to detect potential helix extension.
The ability to check assignment consistency is especially useful once a core version of the alignment has been constructed. Other approaches can be used to make the first version of the alignment, for example those using information measures, energy folding, and maximum weighted matching (Zuker and Stiegler, 1981; Gutell et al., 1992; Gorodkin et al., 1997 Gorodkin et al., , 1999 Tabaska et al., 1998; Page, 2000) . However, some of the sequence editors are able to detect patterns of covariance through mutual information calculations.
The programs presented here work on unix/linux platforms. The programs, manual pages as well as a worldwide web server with basic consistency checks are available at http://www.bioinf.au.dk/rnadbtool/.
METHOD
The search tool only requires that the RNA database exists on the local platform. All other information can be retrieved over the Internet from NCBI servers. The program uses the NETBLAST program (Altschul et al., 1997) by default, but a command line option allows replacement by a local version of BLAST. GenBank entries (Benson et al., 2000) are presently retrieved solely over the Internet, thus freeing the user from the burden of maintaining the database locally.
The first step in a database update is to search for new sequences using the wrapper getseqs. Besides the BLAST filtering, the hits can automatically be filtered for already existing GenBank entries. The remaining sequences can be globally aligned to appropriate extended regions of query sequences using align0 (Myers and Miller, 1988; Pearson, 1990) . In addition we incorporate a novel SCFG approach (qrna) which can scan for common structure among the sequences (Rivas and Eddy, 2000) . User intervention is then required to make an additional selection, and a first attempt to manually align the new sequences to the database can be made. In order to run getseqs, a pre-installation of the programs mentioned above is required.
In the following step, the putative alignment is submitted to a number of programs which readily report inconsistencies and suggest improvements. These programs check for consistent base pair assignment (stdpair), potential stem extensions (extendstem), and report whether sufficient sequences support (support) a pairing mask. A number of other programs are also available.
The alignment comes together with a pairing mask that contains annotation of which positions in the structural alignment form pairs. Most positions in the alignment get annotated as base pairs if a sufficient number of sequences on those positions base pair. The program stdpair will detect if non-standard base pairs, A-U, C-G, or G-U, are assigned in such a pairing mask. The program extendstem indicates possible stem extensions for each sequence in the alignment. If a sufficient number of sequences throughout the alignment can be extended at the same positions the pairing mask can be extended, that is, if there is support for such change. Typically, observations from extendstem result in minor rearrangements of the alignment, such as switching a base with a number of gaps so it will be adjacent to the beginning of a stem instead of the end of another. Some bases can sometimes participate in the extension of either of two adjacent stems. Such cases will also be detected by extendstem, but where rearrangements of the alignment cannot resolve the assignment they are left unchanged. Bases for which there is not support for extending the alignment will be left unchanged. Thus the number of such inconsistencies depends strongly on the assigned pairing mask. The program support detects whether there is support for a particular pairing mask. The rule that was applied for updating the SRP RNA and tmRNA databases was to assign pairing masks one pair further than was supported in the previous alignment. Such support was assigned if more than 2/3 other sequences at those alignment positions base pair.
The approach can be summarized as follows:
(1) Run getseqs (this includes NETBLAST).
(2) Align selected sequences onto existing database.
(3) Run programs like stdpair, extendstem, support. Go to 2 if alignment is not complete.
Most of the programs work in a new data format, the column format, which lists the data in columns, and each entry (sequence) contains a header that specifies the number and types of columns. This data structure significantly simplifies data processing via command line. For details, see http://www.bioinf.au.dk/colformat/. The header contains a fixed syntax which is utilized to specify the function of each column.
RESULTS
The getseqs program described above was used in the update of two structural RNA databases Gorodkin et al., 2001) . The two databases were updated with sequences from multiple sources, including GenBank, where hundreds of hits were initially found. Along with a later BLAST search on a subset of representative sequences, candidates were screened by eye to look for conserved features and similarity to close relatives. The screenings were eased by using the automated generated output from the align0 program that realigned extended regions of the BLAST hit to the database query sequence.
Eventually, attempts were made to align the sequences. At each step, sequences may be rejected or included by certain criteria. In the selection process other tools were used: mfold Zuker et al., 1999) , patscan (Overbeek and Price, 1998) , and for SRP, a computational tool that can identify helix 8 (Samuelsson, personal communication). The final number of GenBank sequences that entered the databases were 10 for the SRP database, and 11 for the tmRNA database. In particular for the tmRNAs, many sequences came from other sources, and that database was updated with in total 26 sequences. SRP sequences came solely from GenBank. The qrna program (Rivas and Eddy, 2000) was not used because it became available after updates were made. Making use of the consistency checks, the final alignments were obtained by iterating between 5 and 10 times on successively updated versions. An example of a consistency check performed during the update of the tm-RNA database ) is shown in Figure 1 . The consistency check marked a number of nucleotides involved in irregular base pairing relative to the database pairing mask (overall stem assignment).
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The previous version of the tmRNA database that contained 26 fewer sequences had 653 'inconsistencies' or potential misannotations, that were highlighted by the programs. The first alignment attempt on including the 26 sequences had 1203 of such inconsistencies. However, when iterating using the tools this number was reduced to 858. The remaining inconsistencies are mainly due to individual sequences that can have some of their stems extended, but where the overall support for extending the pairing mask is not present in the alignment. In addition, a few bases that can merge into either of two adjacent stems were also marked.
The relative increase of 'inconsistencies' from the old to the new version depend especially on the criteria for extending stems. If such criteria was made on a representative set, this number could probably be reduced even more. In fact the average number of inconsistencies per sequence is 9.8 and 10.5 for new and old versions respectively. The total number of assigned non A-U, C-G or G-U pairs was reduced from 81 to 27.
The usefulness of consistency checks is even more elucidative on the SRP RNA database ). The old version had 2336 nucleotides highlighted by the consistency check. This number was reduced to 407 in the updated version, that includes 11 new sequences. Hence the average number of such inconsistencies was reduced from 20 to 3 per sequence using the tools. Such reduction is in particular possible as the database is divided into subclasses (eukaryotes, archaea, and bacteria), each with their own pairing mask. The number of non-A-U, C-G, G-U assigned pairs was reduced from 322 to 25, indicating that most of these originally were erroneous assignments. Such reduction clearly shows the usefulness of the tools presented here.
FINAL REMARKS
We have presented a collection of computational tools that can aid the manual update of structural RNA databases, in selection of BLAST hits, and point out misannotations in the databases. The tools were successfully applied on two recently published databases Gorodkin et al., 2001) . In both cases the number of inconsistencies in base pair assignments were minimized significantly. That number might be reduced even more for the tmRNA database, provided it is split into appropriate subsets each with their own pairing mask. In fact, an analysis using the qrna program reveals a subclass of sequences that fits poorly into the overall alignment.
Future work includes optimizing the use of SCFGs as an integrated part of the system, as well as searching in databases other than GenBank.
